THREE CARD POKER PROGRESSIVE:
The Progressive Jackpot Wager is an
optional side bet that must be made prior to
the delivery of any cards. The bet considers
the best hand possible among the player’s
three cards. To begin each round, players
must make their regular game’s wager.
Players must place the progressive wagers on
the sensor in front of their betting position.
The sensor will light up to indicate the wager
has been accepted. A player making the
progressive side wager also qualifies to win
an envy payout. If another player at the table
hits a hand associated with an envy pay, all
other players who made the progressive side
bet win the envy pay. Players are eligible to
win multiple envy bonuses in a round but
cannot win an envy bonus for their own
hand or the dealers.

PROGRESSIVE WAGER PAY TABLE:
AKQ of Spades
100%
$100 Envy
		Bonus
AKQ of Hearts/
Diamonds/Clubs 500 for 1 $25 Envy
		Bonus
Straight Flush
70 for 1
3-of-a-Kind
60 for 1
Straight
6 for 1
Original Wager is not returned.
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GAMBLING PROBLEM? CALL 1-800-GAMBLER.
MUST BE 21 YEARS OR OLDER TO BE ON RIVERS CASINO PROPERTY.
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Three Card Poker is designed to offer the
player an opportunity to enjoy an exciting
poker game which is fun, fast paced and easy
to learn. With two betting methods, the game
offers two games in one. A person can bet
one method or the other, or both, giving three
ways to play. Plus, the added 6 Card Bonus
wager and Progressive feature allows the
player up to five ways to win.
WAGERS:
Bet on the Ante to play against the dealer.
Bet the Pair Plus to play the hand value only
versus the payout table. Bet the Ante and
the Pair Plus to play both. Ante and Pair Plus
may be different amounts, provided both
meet the table minimum. The 6 Card Bonus
and Progressive wagers are optional side
bets. The 6 Card Bonus wager must meet the
table minimum while the Progressive side
bet is always $1. The Ante, Pair Plus, 6 Card
Bonus and Progressive wagers must be placed
before the cards are dealt.
ACTION:
Each player and the dealer are dealt 3 cards.
Players with an Ante bet will either:
Fold and forfeit their Ante bet.
Place a Play bet equal to their Ante. Ante
and Play bets are playing against the dealer’s
hand. Dealer plays with queen high or better.
The Play bet is only paid if the dealer plays.
ANTE AND PLAY PAYOFFS:
HAND		PAYS
Dealer does
NOT play
1 to 1
Push
Dealer plays and
Player beats dealer 1 to 1
1 to 1
Dealer plays and
Player ties dealer
Push
Push
Dealer plays and
beats the Player
Lose
Lose

ANTE BONUS:
Is paid regardless of the dealer’s hand,
is always paid as follows:
Straight Flush		
5 to 1
3-of-a-Kind		
4 to 1
Straight		
1 to 1
PAIR PLUS:
Only paid when Player has a Pair Plus Bet and
is paid regardless of the dealer’s hand.
HAND		PAYS
Straight Flush		
3-of-a-Kind		
Straight		
Flush		
Pair		

40 to 1
30 to 1
6 to 1
3 to 1
1 to 1

RANKING OF THE HANDS:
Straight ranks higher than a Flush.
3-of-a-Kind ranks higher than a Straight.
CARDS:
Ace is always high except in 3-2-A sequencethe lowest Straight and Straight Flush.
6 CARD BONUS:
The 6 Card Bonus Wager is an optional bonus
side bet that must be made prior to the
delivery of any cards. The bet is based on the
best five card hand that can be made from
the player’s three cards and the dealer’s three
cards. To begin each round the player must
make their standard wagers and then may bet
the 6 Card Bonus side wager if they choose.
The player is still eligible to win their 6 Card
Bonus wager even if they choose to fold their
Ante/Play wager.
6 CARD BONUS PAY TABLE:
HAND		PAYS
Royal Flush		
1000 to 1
Straight Flush		
200 to 1
4-of-a-Kind		
50 to 1
Full House		
25 to 1
Flush		
20 to 1
Straight		
10 to 1
3-of-a-Kind		
5 to 1

